STATE OF CONNECTICUT
CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL COMMISSION
59 South Prospect Street, Hartford, Connecticut 06106
(203) 566-3005
HISTORIC RESOURCES INVENTORY FORM
For Buildings and Structures

IDENTIFICATION
1. BUILDING NAME: Common: Baptist Church  Hist: same
2. TOWN/CITY: Middletown  VILLAGE:  COUNTY: Middlesex
3. STREET & NUMBER (and/or location): 93 Main Street
4. OWNER(S): First Baptist Church  X PUBLIC  PRIVATE
5. USE: Present: Church  Hist: same
6. ACCESSIBILITY TO PUBLIC: Exterior visible from public road: X yes  no
   Interior accessible: X yes, explain religious services  no

DESCRIPTION
7. STYLE OF BUILDING: Greek Revival
   DATE OF CONSTRUCTION: 1842
8. MATERIAL(S) (indicate use or location when appropriate):
   -- clapboard  asbestos siding  X brick
   -- wood shingle  asphalt siding  fieldstone
   -- board & batten  stucco  cobblestone
   -- aluminum siding  concrete: type:  cut stone: type: brownstone
   -- other:  foundation
9. STRUCTURAL SYSTEM:
   -- load bearing masonry  structural iron or steel
   -- post and beam  balloon
   X load bearing masonry
   -- other:
10. ROOF: type:
    -- gable  flat  X mansard  monitor  sawtooth
    X gable  shed  hip  round
    -- gambrel  material:
    -- shed  roll asphalt  X wood shingle  built up
    -- roll asphalt  X tin  tile
    -- wood shingle  X slate  other
    -- other:
11. NUMBER OF STORIES: 2
    APPROXIMATE DIMENSIONS: 75'x56'
12. CONDITION: Structural: X excellent  fair  deteriorated
    Exterior: X good  fair  deteriorated
13. INTEGRITY: Location: X on original site  moved, when:
    Alterations: no  X yes, explain: Portico and small rear addition; belfry removed
14. RELATED OUTBUILDINGS OR LANDSCAPE FEATURES:
    -- barn  shed  garage  other landscape features or buildings:
    -- carriage house  shop  garden
15. SURROUNDING ENVIRONMENT:
    X open land  woodland  residential
    - commercial  industrial  rural
    -- scattered buildings visible from site
    -- high building density
16. INTERRELATIONSHIP OF BUILDING AND SURROUNDINGS: This large brick structure, set on a corner site, is located in Middletown's Metro South Redevelopment-Restoration area. Across from Spear Park and next to three recently restored early homes, this building is the dominant element of the immediate area.
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1. BUILDING NAME: Common: Baptist Church Historic: same
2. TOWN/CITY: Middletown VILLAGE: COUNTY: Middlesex
3. STREET & NUMBER (and/or location): 93 Main Street
4. OWNER(S): First Baptist Church X PUBLIC PRIVATE
5. USE: Present: Church Historic: same
6. ACCESSIBILITY TO PUBLIC: Exterior visible from public road: x yes no
Interior accessible: x yes, explain religious services no

DESCRIPTION
7. STYLE OF BUILDING: Greek Revival DATE OF CONSTRUCTION: 1842
8. MATERIAL(S) (indicate use or location when appropriate):
   _x_ _clapboard_ _asbestos siding_ _brick_ _fieldstone_ _cut stone:
   _wood shingle_ _asphalt siding_ _fieldstone_ _brownstone:
   _board & batten_ _stucco_ _cobblestone_ _foundation:
   _aluminum siding_ _concrete: type:_ _x_ _load bearing masonry:
   _other:_ _structural iron or steel:
9. STRUCTURAL SYSTEM:
   _x_ _wood frame:_ _post and beam_ _balloon:
   _load bearing masonry_ _structural iron or steel:
   _other:_
10. ROOF: type:
    _x_ _gable_ _flat_ _mansard_ _monitor_ _sawtooth:
    _gambrel_ _shed_ _hip_ _round_ _other:
    _material:
    _wood shingle_ _roll asphalt_ _tin_ _slate:
    _asphalt shingle: built up_ _tile_ _other:
11. NUMBER OF STORIES: 2 APPROXIMATE DIMENSIONS: 75' x 56'
12. CONDITION: Structural: x excellent _x_ good _fair_ _deteriorated
    Exterior: _x_ excellent _x_ good _fair_ _deteriorated
13. INTEGRITY: Location: _x_ on original site moved, when:
    Alterations: _no_ _x_ yes, explain: Portico and small rear addition; belfry removed
14. RELATED OUTBUILDINGS OR LANDSCAPE FEATURES:
    _x_ _barn_ _shed_ _garage_ _other landscape features or buildings:
    _carriage house_ _shop_ _garden:
15. SURROUNDING ENVIRONMENT:
    _x_ _open land_ _woodland_ _residential_ _scattered buildings visible from site
    _commercial_ _industrial_ _rural_ _high building density:
16. INTERRELATIONSHIP OF BUILDING AND SURROUNDINGS: This large brick structure, set on a
    corner site, is located in Middletown's Metro South Redevelopment-Restoration area. Across
    from Spear Park and next to three recently restored early homes, this building is the dom-
    inant element of the immediate area.
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